
{ Road Trip! [
The open road calls...the luggage is packed, the car is (mostly) fuelled up, the kids have scribbled on 
the road maps, and the theme park, scenic canyon, party town, museum, or whatever destination 
awaits!
Road Trip! is a solo dice placement game by Carlo G. that challenges you to travel to your destination 
while managing the fun (and fuel) of the trip, and maybe making a memory or two along the way.

Setup: Gather 5 six-sided dice for rolling, and 4 six-sided dice to track your resources. Also print 
out the game sheet to help manage how your trip is going.
Place a die of face 3 to track each of Fuel, Fun, and Memories (maximum 6 for all). Distance is 
also tracked with a die, but since it starts at 0 you can set the die aside for now.

On Your Turn: Roll your 5 dice. Then you are going to manipulate your dice into favourable 
conditions for your trip.

You MUST place any Route (1) + Travel (6) combinations you have throughout the turn, to try to 
get Distance.

You MUST reroll once per turn. Any reroll in the game means either a single die OR any number 
of dice that show the same face.

You CAN reroll any dice with a face of Rest Stop (4). This is free and separate from your 
mandatory reroll per turn, and can be done in any order.

You CAN spend 2 Memories to either reroll again OR change a single die face by +1 or -1 (such as 
a 5 to a 6). Spending Memories can be done multiple times per turn, as long as you have 
enough.

Placing Dice: After your dice are ready, you must place them all in the appropriate boxes on the 
game sheet.

Then resolve the effects from the top to the bottom of the game sheet, changing your tracked 
Fuel, Fun, and Distance as dictated by the game sheet.

Afterwards each set of doubles of the same face placed in the same box on the game sheet 
grants you +1 Memory (up to 6 total).

If you haven’t won or lost, start a new turn and keep playing until you do!

How To Win and Lose: You win by getting to 6 Distance. You lose by running out of Fuel or Fun 
(having 0 or less of either).



Example of Play: The player has their dice ready and game sheet setup to hit the road!

Turn 1: They roll the 5 dice, getting a 1 1 2 5 6. They see right away they can 
get Distance this turn (from the 1 and 6), but would also spend some time 
Lost (the remaining 1) which can be costly. So they choose to reroll a 1 
getting a 2 instead. The dice are now 1 2 2 5 6.
They place the 1 on Route and 6 on Travel, both 22 on Traffic, and the 5 on 
Music. This turn they get:
+1 Distance (from the Route + Travel)
-1 Fun (22 Traffic minus 5 Music)
+1 Memory (from the doubles of 22 on Traffic)

Resources at 
end of turn:

3 Fuel
2 Fun
1 Distance
4 Memories

Turn 2: Next turn they roll again, getting a 1 1 3 4 5. They choose to reroll 
the Rest Stop 4 for free (as part of it’s ability) getting another 1. They use 
their normal reroll on the 1, getting a 5. Dice are now 1 1 3 5 5.
The player could spend 2 Memories to reroll again, or to give +1 to a 1 to 
make it a 2 which is still blocked with their 55 Music well.
But instead they spend 2 Memories to give +1 to a 5 to make it a 6 and go for 
more Distance.
Now they place a 1 on Lost, 1 on Route and 6 on Travel, and the 3 on 
Hunger and 5 on Music. This turn they get +1 Distance, -2 Fuel (chosen from 
the Lost) and -2 Memories (from spending them).

1 Fuel
2 Fun
2 Distance
2 Memories

Turn 3: They get a 3 3 5 6 6 and reroll the doubles of 33 into a 2 and 4. 
The dice are now 2 4 5 6 6.
Currently they would lose the game from the -1 Fuel from Rest Stop, so they 
choose to use it’s ability to reroll and get a 3 instead.
They place the 2 on Traffic, 3 on Hunger, 5 on Music, and 66 on Scenic 
Detour.
From the Traffic + Hunger - Music they would have -1 Fun, but they get +2 Fun 
from Scenic Detours, so a net of +1 Fun this turn. And they also get +1 
Memory from the 66.

1 Fuel
3 Fun
2 Distance
3 Memories

Turn 4: They get a 1 2 5 6 6 and reroll the 2 into a 3. They decide Fuel is 
getting quite low, so they spend 2 Memories to turn the 3 into a 4. They place 
the 1 on Route and 6 on Travel, 4 on Rest Stop, 5 on Music, and other 6 on 
Scenic Detour.
This turn they get +1 Distance, +1 Fuel (from Rest Stop when there is Distance 
gained), and +1 Fun (Scenic Detour). A solid recovery turn and their Distance 
marks them halfway to winning the game.

2 Fuel
4 Fun
3 Distance
1 Memories

Turn 5: They get a 2 2 3 4 6 and have some tough decisions to make. Try to figure out what 
you would do!
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Road Trip!  Game Sheet

- Roll 5 six-sided dice
- Must reroll once per turn (single die or any number of dice with the same face)
- Must place any Route + Travel combinations to gain Distance

- Can spend 2 Memories to reroll again, or +1/-1 a single die face
- Get +1 Memory per doubles in the same box (after resolving everything)

- Can reroll for free
- Get +1 Fuel if gaining Distance this turn
- Otherwise -1 Fuel if no Distance this turn

-2 Fuel
or Fun
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